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“Online grocery is the quickest growing grocery channel,
but equally the smallest. Once seen as simply a service to

replicate the needs of a supermarket shop online, a
number of new services came to market in 2016 that have

the potential for online grocery to transcend this barrier
and adequately serve the more fluid and frequent shopping

behaviours seen in the wider market.”
– Nick Carroll, Senior Retail Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Getting Amazon in perspective
• Same-day delivery: a necessary evil?
• What about click-and-collect?

The online grocery market continues be the quickest growing grocery channel, with sales up by an
estimated 14.7% in 2016 to reach £9.9 billion. Despite this rapid growth online grocery is still small,
accounting for just 6.1% of all grocery retail sales. It is also a market dominated by the leading grocery
multiples, with Tesco the largest holding an estimated 35% share, although there are a number of
notable online-only players, with Ocado the largest of these holding a 13% share. Amazon also
launched its Amazon Fresh grocery service in the UK in 2016, although its limited coverage and high
cost to entry means it presently remains a minor concern to major players.
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Leading players ramp up fulfilment capabilities

Ocado the biggest spender on advertising

Speed of delivery the focus of innovation in 2016

Consumers have greater trust in the Amazon brand than rival grocers
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2012-16
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Figure 74: leading UK online supermarket/grocer/food retailers total recorded above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising
expenditure, 2012-16

Outdoor attracts the biggest percentage of total sector advertising spend
Figure 75: UK online supermarket/grocer/food total recorded above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure, by
media type, 2016

Nielsen Ad Intel coverage

Continued emphasis on speed of delivery

Tesco launches one-hour delivery in London

Leading Retailers and Market Shares
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Sainsbury’s weighs in with Chop Chop

Amazon raises the bar with AmazonFresh and Morrisons at Amazon

In Europe Carrefour and Albert Heijn trial one-hour services

Walmart looks at how it can take a different approach to delivery

Cornershop app promises 90-minute service in Mexico and Chile

Operators look to increase convenience and accessibility

Dash buttons allow consumers to order immediately

Amazon begins to develop an own label offering

Bus stop ordering

HomeRefill aims to help consumers forget about grocery shopping

Online grocery shopping for the visually impaired

Operators seek to improve user experience and product quality

Ocado invests in interface development

Amazon addresses quality concerns in Italy

Discounters wrestle with online conundrum

Lidl launches Lidl Express click-and-collect store in Germany

Kaufland first discounter to launch online delivery service
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Amazon has strong platform to develop its grocery business
Figure 81: User profile of Amazon, December 2016

Ocado struggles to differentiate itself
Figure 82: User profile of Ocado, December 2016

Tesco shows notable improvement
Figure 83: User profile of Tesco, October 2016

Sainsbury’s also lifts its game
Figure 84: User profile of Sainsbury’s, October 2016

Asda loses ground in key areas

Brand Research
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Figure 85: User profile of Asda, October 2016

Morrisons regains lost ground
Figure 86: User profile of Morrisons, October 2016

Waitrose in danger of losing its way
Figure 87: User profile of Waitrose, October 2016
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